Online Demo
Try this algorithm on your own images with the online demonstration.
Source Code
The DCT image denoising source code that allows you to try the algorithm on your machine is available. gz Following a common practice (see ref.
Algorithm Threshold Estimation and Sparse Signal Representation
3), translation invariant DCT denoising is implemented by decomposing the image to sliding overlapping patches, calculating the DCT denoising in each patch, and then aggregating the denoised patches to the image averaging the overlapped pixels. The translation invariant DCT denoising significantly improves the denoising performance, typically from about 2 to 5 dB, and removes the block artifact, at a cost of √ N x √ N times calculation with respect to estimation with non-overlapping patches.
Color Decorrelation
The three color channels of a color image are typically highly correlated. Decorrelating the color channels before thresholding considerably improves the denoising estimate. To better understand this, let us take a sparse signal representation point of view and look at an extreme example where the three channels of an image are identical. Decorrelating the three channels at each pixel may produce a sparse signal representation with one non-zero coefficient out of three. A thresholding estimation thus reduces the noise variance to one third, which is equivalent to a PSNR improvement as high as 10 log 10 (3) ≈ 4.7 dB , orders of magnitude larger than some gain that most denoising algorithms struggle to achieve in a single image channel.
An orthonormal basis is used for color decorrelation. (Note that this is a 3-point DCT basis.) Each decorrelated color channel is then denoised separately by the DCT denoising algorithm described above. Comparing with standard color transformation such as the one from RGB to YUV, the orthonormal color decomposition slightly improves the denoising performance thanks to its orthogonality. The color decorrelation typically brings a PSNR improvement from about 1 to 3 dB.
Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the DCT image denoising algorithm described above is dominated by that of the DCT transform of the patches.
A DCT transform of a one-dimensional signal of size N can be implemented with a complexity O (N log N) . A two-dimensional DCT transform on an image patch of size √ N x √ N can be implemented in a separable way with a complexity O (N log √ N ) . An image of size S x C , where S is the number of pixels in each color channel and C , typically equal to 3, is the number of color channels, contains S x C sliding patches (slightly less than that in practice due to the border effect). The overall complexity is therefore O (SCN log √ N ) . The DCT on different patches can be implemented in parallel, which may significantly reduce the computation time.
